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The Ugly
National Emergency Management Assistance Compact

• Compact with all other EMAC states and territories

• Purpose
  • Can provide assistance in advance of Federal Declaration
  • “Automate” Mutual assistance between EMAC States
  • Provides for equipment
  • Personnel
  • “Any aspect of the giving and receiving of aid by party states”
  • Temporary suspension of conflicting laws

• Includes
  • National Guard and other state forces
  • Healthcare providers

• Requirement
  • Must be a declared emergency by the governor
  • Some states allow provision for “Emergency or disaster”
The CFATS uses a multi-step process to:
- Identify high-risk chemical facilities
- Assign high-risk chemical facilities to risk tiers
- Identify vulnerabilities at high-risk chemical facilities
- Develop and implement Site Security Plans
- Inspect and audit facilities to ensure vulnerabilities are adequately addressed and risk-based performance standards are met

Other important CFATS components include:
- Alternate Security Programs
- Adjudications Process
- CVI
The Bad
**D-I-S-A-S-T-E-R Paradigm**

- **Do I detect** something? What caused this?
- Do I need incident command? Where?
- Is a safety or security issue present?
- Did I assess the hazards that could be here?
- What support, people, supplies are needed?
- Do I need to triage? How much treatment is needed?
- Can I evacuate and/or transport the victims?
- What recovery issues are present?
- Do my needs exceed my resources? KEY!
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The Good
“The…nature of …patients who present to rural emergency departments makes it difficult to plan, staff and equip……”
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• Do my needs exceed my resources? **KEY!**